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Gooseberry Patch collectors make the Wall Calendar a perennial bestseller... they just can&#39;t

get enough of the homestyle recipes, inspiring ideas and rich watercolor artwork. Each month of our

2014 Wall Calendar is sure to delight these passionate collectors. Recipes include:â€¢ Easy Cherry

Cobblerâ€¢ Macaroni Beef Stewâ€¢ Apple-Walnut Coffee Cakeâ€¢ The Creamiest Mashed

Potatoesâ€¢ Sparkling Holiday Punch, and more! Celebrating the best of each season, each month

offers plenty of room for jotting down notes and days to remember.
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I have been buying the Gooseberry Patch calendar for my kitchen for years, it is so bright and

cheerful and with good and easy recipes to boot. I have a calendar holder that it fits in and it looks

cute on the wall besides being useful. I would recommend it as a cute calendar with good artwork

and plenty of room for notes and the added recipes.

I was expecting a calendar with some awesome recipes for each month that would be interesting to

try. Well didn't find it in this one. January has a punch recipe (boring), February has instructions for

making cards (what happened to the recipes?), March has a bean recipe (couldn't give me a recipe

for St. Patrick's Day?), April has a recipes for rice crispy treats on a stick (really? Easter and you

couldn't come up with a seafood/fish recipe?), after that there are some other okay recipes. There



are also more instructional how to make non-food items, so not every month had a food

recipe.Would I buy it again? NO.Better off finding a different calendar if you're a foodie like me. Very

disappointed.

I am a huge fan of gooseberry everything. I get these calenders every year without fail. But this

year, I'm a little confused...and it seems the makers of this calender were too. It lacks the sparkle,

sweetness and whimsical value I've come to appreciate in the past. I don't understand why March is

all blue with a bean recipe instead of green with fun a Irish/St. Patrick's Day feel. April has no Easter

type feel to it at all. May looks like a summer month, and June looks like a Autumn month-with a

recipe for hot stew?? July has a distinctly Spring look to it. These calenders usually make these

months come alive for me. Sadly disappointed this year.

I love the homespun artwork that graces the pages of Gooseberry's calendars - this year is no

exception. I keep returning to Gooseberry calendars year after year. Perfect look for my kitchen and

love that there is enough space around each day to be able to write in birthdays and appointments.

The bonus would be the delicious recipe included each month.

I ordered one each of this calendar for my daughter and daughter-in-law and they both LOVED IT!!I

try to order a NEW Gooseberry Patch Wall Calendar for each of them EVERY Year.I would

recommend this "BEAUTIFUL" Calendar to any woman to hang on her wall in her house.

Beautiful calendar. Very vibrant colors. So many people that come over to my house, comment on

how much they "like" this calendar. This is my second year using a Gooseberry patch calendar, and

I like it so much, I'll probably get one next year too.

Once again, Gooseberry Patch has produced a wonderful, colorful wall calendar with beautiful

artwork, yummy recipes, and fun seasonal tidbits! I love these calendars, and buy at least 2 for

myself every year (and more for family). One is for the kitchen, the other for the den. The shipping

time was very good, and the price was right! It's good to have these calendars so far ahead of the

new year as events and appointments are already being scheduled!

This is the same as the appointment calendar. I buy one every year and also give as presents. I

look forward to see what is new for the year and how great the drawings are. I have found a cute



frame for the kitchen and every year I save the months and use them in the frame. Get many

comments on how cute the pictures are. Thanks girls for the wonderful calendar and recipes. K
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